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Daniel O’Leary’s Last Message
on the Joy of Creation
Well known writer, theologian and spiritual guide Daniel
O’Leary has enthralled readers for decades with his
exploration of God’s love energy at the heart of the evolving
universe and our everyday lives. As his long time publisher,
Columba Books is delighted to share his posthumous
masterpiece Horizons of Hope.
A compilation of his unfinished working notes, including
a thorough introduction, Horizons of Hope also includes a
number of his articles written for The Tablet over the years
that support the theology outlined in said introduction.
Within these pages, Daniel conveys his ministry to readers,
communicating how one can ‘begin with the heart’ to discover
‘a new way of seeing, a new way of being’, of recognising God
in the ordinary and extraordinary moments of our days and
nights.
Daniel’s sincere belief that modern Christians benefit from
discoveries in cosmology and science leads them to develop
a truly incarnational faith. Daniel had been ruminating on
this theme when he was diagnosed with cancer, forcing him
to put his work on hold while he came to terms with what
was happening to him. These notes and the introduction to
Horizons of Hope were found on his laptop by his lifelong friend
and confidant Margaret Siberry who felt they deserved to
see the light of the day.
The deep inner conviction of being loved unconditionally
by God expressed within this book could not have come at a
more opportune time when the world and its inhabitants are
grappling with global upheaval. Horizons of Hope is Daniel’s
inspirational legacy and he lives on through the excitement
captured in these pages.
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ABOUT THE BOOK
Horizons of Hope: Unpublished
Fragments of Love by Daniel O’Leary
is published by Columba Books. His
working notes and articles have
been compiled by Margaret Siberry,
friend and confidant.

Contact Mahak Verma (Marketing & Publicity, Columba Books) on mahak@gracecommunications.ie or 01-6874028
to set up an interview with Margaret, for review copies, or any other information.

